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Please be sure to turn off all electronic devices, and please refrain from 
making extraneous noise, talking, taking flash photographs, or moving 
about the auditorium during the performance. It is important for 
performers and audience members to have the best possible concert-























Adventure at Any Cost (2015) Bryan Sweeney 
I. More than Midnight (b. 1994) 
II. The Warmth of Sunrise 
III. Shadow of a Spectre  
 
Laura Norton, flute; Laura Del Rosso, clarinet; Patricia Jancova, violin; 
Dylan Beckerman, 'cello. 
 
What Lies Beneath the Fog (2014)  
 
Andrew Zhou, piano. 
   
Within a Dream (2016)  
   
Kirstin Marsh, soprano. 
   





Anna Bosler, conductor; Laura Norton, flute; Rebekah Timerman, bass 










This recital is given in partial fulfillment of the degree B.M. in Music 





As Lives Speed By (2016)  
   
Patricia Magliaro, soprano; Marisa Frigoletto, mezzo-soprano; Megan 
Jordan, alto; Dylan Beckerman, tenor; Benjamin Wittman, bass. 
 
Prismatic Waters (2015)   
   
Laura Del Rosso, clarinet; Hannah Schuldt, 'cello; Anna Bosler, piano. 
 
Within the Castle's Walls (2015)  
   
Joe Morris, trumpet; Tyme Baez, trumpet; Katie Vedilago, horn; Sonia 
Richman, trombone; Danika Van Niel, tuba. 
 
Even Amidst the Chaos (2016)  
   
Patricia Jancova, violin; Jordan Bartel, violin; Geofrey Cua, viola; Hannah 
Schuldt, 'cello. 
 
Sad Fat Robins (2016)  
   
Annie Parks, soprano; Megan Field, soprano; Bryan Sweeney, piano. 
 
